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Background: Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) is standard of care for small lung resections at 
many centres. Computed tomography (CT)-guided insertion of microcoils can aid surgeons in performing 
VATS resections for non-palpable lung nodules deep to the lung surface. 
Methods: Retrospective analysis of CT-guided microcoil insertions prior to VATS lung resection at a single 
institution from October 2008 to January 2014. 
Results: A total of 63 patients were included (37% male, mean age 61.6±11.4 years). Forty-two patients 
(67%) had a history of smoking, with 10 current smokers. Sixty one (97%) patients underwent wedge 
resection and 3 (5%) patients had segmentectomy. Three (5%) patients required intra-operative staple line 
re-resection for positive or close margins. Eleven (17%) patients had a completion lobectomy, 5 of which 
were during the same anaesthetic. The average time between the CT-guided insertion and start of operation 
was 136.6±89.0 min, and average operative time was 84.0±53.3 min. The intra-operative complication rate 
was 5% (n=3), including 1 episode of hemoptysis, and 2 conversions to thoracotomy. The post-operative 
complication rate was 8% (5 patients), and included 2 air leaks, 1 hemothorax (drop in hemoglobin), 1 post 
chest tube removal pneumothorax, and one venous infarction of the lingula after lingula-sparing lobectomy 
requiring completion lobectomy. . Average post-operative length of stay was 2.2 days. A diagnosis was made 
for all patients. 
Conclusions: CT-guided microcoil insertion followed by VATS lobectomy is safe, with short operative 
times, short length of stay and 100% diagnosis of small pulmonary nodules. This technique will become 
more important in the future with increasing numbers of small nodules detected on CT as part of lung 
cancer screening programs.
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Introduction

Currently in Canada, the majority of lung resections are 
being performed with video-assisted thoracic surgery 
(VATS). This surgical technique has decreased the 
length of post-operative stay and complications for 
patients undergoing lung resection compared with open 
thoracotomy (1). Although it has many advantages, one 
important disadvantage is that it removes the surgeon’s 
tactile perception, often making it difficult to resect small 
pulmonary nodules that are difficult to palpate such as 
those that are deep in the lung parenchyma or have ground 
glass morphology. As imaging modalities improve, more 
pathology is found in the lung parenchyma with uncertain 
significance (2). Often, these patients are referred to surgery 
for diagnostic resection. Also, an increasing number of 
ground-glass opacities (GGOs) with no solid component 
are being identified, which are very difficult to localize 
intra-operatively even with open surgery because they are 
not palpable. In order to address this problem of identifying 
small pulmonary nodules for resection with VATS, many 
different techniques have been developed for nodule 
localization such as injection of compounds (methylene 
blue, radiotracers), hook wire, suture or microcoil insertions 
under CT guidance. Since October 2008, our center has 
been using computed-tomography (CT)-guided insertion of 
microcoils pre-operatively for intra-operative localization, 
modelled after the technique first described by Mayo et al. 
This study will present a single institution experience with 
CT-guided microcoil insertion followed by VATS resection.

Methods

After institutional Research Ethics Board approval was 
obtained (14-7395-BE), a retrospective chart review was 
performed that included all patients who underwent  
CT-guided microcoil insertion followed by VATS resection 
at a single institution, from the first procedure in October 
2008, to January 2014. Requirement for patient consent 
was waived due to the retrospective nature of the study. No 
patients were excluded. Data was available for all patients. 
The data was collected and stored in a secure database. 
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software. 

Once patients were identified as potential candidates 
for this technique (nodules less than 3 cm from the surface 
of the lung, GGOs, nodules less than 2 cm in size, and 
nodules that were suspicious for malignancy), a discussion 
occurred between the surgeon and radiologist to ensure 

that the CT-guided microcoil insertion was possible. The 
radiologic and surgical procedures were booked on the 
same day. CT-guided microcoil insertions were completed 
in the radiology department. For the first part of our series, 
one microcoil was placed to mark both the nodule and the 
visceral pleural surface. If the first coil was found to have 
migrated or retracted into the chest wall, a second microcoil 
was placed. This technique was modified due to difficulties 
placing the end of the microcoil that marked the visceral 
surface. For the latter part of the series only one microcoil 
was placed adjacent to the nodule without pleural marking 
(see Figure 1). The use of intra-operative fluoroscopy to 
locate the microcoil as well as multiple 3D reconstructions 
made it possible to avoid placing a visceral pleural surface 
marker. After microcoil insertion, the patients waited 
until the operating room was ready, at which time they 
proceeded to have their surgical resection. Seven surgeons 
performed the procedures. The VATS was done in the 
lateral decubitus position. The number of ports was based 
on surgeon preference. Intra-operative fluoroscopy was 
used to identify the microcoil, which localized the nodule 
to be resected (see Figure 2). Resection was then performed 
with multiple stapler firings. Intra-operative pathologic 
assessment and frozen section were requested based on 
surgeon preference and suspicion of malignancy. If frozen 
section showed primary lung cancer, the patients had an 
immediate completion lobectomy after the wedge resection. 
If frozen section was not performed, was not diagnostic, or 
showed that the nodule was benign, a chest tube was placed 
and the patient was awoken and taken to the recovery room.

Results

A total of 64 patients were included (33% male, mean age of 
61.6±11.4 years). Forty-two patients (65.6%) had a history 
of smoking, of which 10 were current smokers. Twenty-
nine patients (46%) had no history of cancer, 1 patient 
(1.6%) had a history of lung cancer, 32 (50.8%) of patients 
had a history of another type of cancer, and 1 patient (1.6%) 
had a history of lung cancer and another type of cancer. 
The characteristics of the nodules on CT were as follows: 
pure GGO 12 (18.8%), semi-solid 22 (34.4%), and solid  
30 (46.9%) (see Table 1).

In terms of procedure performed, 61 (95%) patients had 
a wedge resection and 3 (5%) patients had a segmentectomy. 
A total of 3 patients required intra-operative re-resection of 
the staple line for positive or close margins. Intra-operative 
pathology was used for confirmation that the nodule was 
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included in the specimen in 24 cases, and frozen section 
for diagnostic purposes was performed in 19 patients  
(8 adenocarcinoma, 1 non-small cell lung cancer, 2 malignant, 
2 adenocarcinoma in situ, 2 granuloma, 2 benign, and 2 no 
diagnosis). 

The average time between the CT-guided insertion 
and start of operation was 136.6±89.0 min, and average 
operative time was 84.0±53.3 min. For patients who only 
underwent wedge resection (excluding those who had 
concomitant lobectomy for separate primary lung cancer, 
or completion lobectomy for newly diagnosed primary 
lung cancer) the average operative time was 68.8±27.3 min. 
Eleven patients went on to have a completion lobectomy,  
5 of which were during the same anaesthetic. Some 
microcoil-guided procedures were combined with other lung 
resections, with 2 patients having a separate lobectomy and 

one patient a separate segmentectomy. The intra-operative 
complication rate was 5% (3 patients), and included an 
episode of hemoptysis and two conversions to thoracotomy, 
one because the nodule was too deep to perform a wedge 
resection. The post-operative complication rate was 8% 
(5 patients), and included 2 air leaks, 1 hemothorax (drop 
in hemoglobin), 1 post chest tube removal pneumothorax, 
and one venous infarction of the lingula after lingula-
sparing lobectomy requiring completion lobectomy. The 
post-operative length of stay ranged from 1–8 days, with 
an average stay of 2.5 days. A diagnosis was made for all 
patients (see Table 2). 

Discussion

This retrospective study has confirmed the existing 
evidence that VATS resection after CT-guided microcoil 
insertion is a safe and successful procedure for diagnosis 
and treatment of small pulmonary nodules. For lesions 
with an established diagnosis of lung cancer, the current 
standard of care is to perform an anatomic resection, such 
as a lobectomy or bilobectomy, which is readily done using 
VATS. The situation becomes somewhat more challenging, 
though, when a non-anatomic resection, known as a wedge 
resection, is performed for diagnostic purposes. 

Figure 1 CT-guided microcoil localization.

Figure 2 Intra-operative fluoroscopy for localization.

Table 1 Patient and nodule characteristics

Characteristics N (%)

Total 64

Sex

Female 41 (64.1)

Male 22 (34.4)

Smoking history

Current smoker 10 (15.9)

Ex-smoker 32 (50.8)

Never smoker 22 (34.9)

Cancer history

Never 29 (46.0)

Lung cancer 1 (1.6)

Other cancer 32 (50.8)

Lung and other cancer 1 (1.6)

Lesion characteristics on CT

Ground-glass opacity 12 (18.8)

Semi-solid 22 (34.4)

Solid 30 (46.9)
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As lung cancer screening gains popularity and the 
quality of imagining modalities improve, the number of 
small pulmonary nodules detected is increasing (2). Also, 
as systemic cancer therapies improve, there is becoming 
an increasing role for surgical resection of pulmonary 
nodules in patients with a history of cancer, for both 
diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Small pulmonary 
nodules can be classified based on their CT characteristics, 
which may suggest whether or not they are malignant, but 
pathologic confirmation is still required due to the overlap 
in appearance between benign and malignant nodules (3). 
Within the primary lung adenocarcinoma spectrum, these 
nodules are classified based on whether or not they have 
a solid component, and range from pure GGOs, to semi-
solid nodules, to solid nodules. The likelihood of invasive 
malignancy increases with the proportion of the nodule that 
is solid (3). The most common method of diagnosing lung 
lesions is CT-guided percutaneous biopsy, a method limited 
by small nodule size and challenging location (4). An 
alternative way of diagnosing small pulmonary nodules is 
by surgical resection, which is often used after percutaneous 
biopsy is non-diagnostic. Historically thoracotomies were 
performed, which allowed the detection of the nodules by 
sight as well as touch, especially useful for all lesions that 
were not located close to the visceral pleural surfaces. As 
VATS has become increasingly popular, a move has been 
made to perform diagnostic resections using this surgical 
approach, due to its reduced morbidity compared to 
lobectomy via open thoracotomy. One limitation of VATS, 
though, is that it removes tactile perception to locate the 
nodule intra-operatively. Not only is it difficult to identify 

solid and semi-solid nodules that are peripheral yet deep 
to the surface of the lung, it is also very difficult to identify 
pure GGOs as they are typically not palpable. In this study, 
18.8% of lesions were pure GGOs, 34.4% were semisolid, 
and 46.9% were solid. With the use of the pre-operative 
microcoil placement and intra-operative fluoroscopy, 
successful diagnosis was made for all patients. Lobectomies 
were only performed once a diagnosis of lung cancer was 
made. All diagnoses were made using wedge (n=61) and 
segmentectomy (n=3). 

The procedure for microcoil localization currently 
involves collaboration with the radiology department. 
Patients with lesions amenable to wedge resection are 
identified. In this study, selection criteria included nodules 
less than 3 cm from the surface of the lung, GGOs, nodules 
less than 2 cm in size, and nodules that were suspicious 
for malignancy (e.g., increase in size over serial CT scans 
or based on morphology). Coordination with radiology in 
planning the date of the procedure is necessary as patients 
have the microcoil placed in the radiology department 
on the morning of their surgical procedure. The fact that 
two procedures are required in two separate departments 
presents the potential for long wait times for the patients 
prior to their surgery. In our study, the time between the 
completion of the microcoil insertion (time of last CT 
scan) and start of operation (time patient entered the room) 
was 136.6±89.0 min. For most patients, therefore, surgery 
was started just over 2 h after the finished in the radiology 
department. Recently, a randomized controlled trial was 
completed by Finley et al., which showed that microcoil 
insertion prior to VATS wedge resection resulted in a 
shorter operative time, shorter length of stay, and improved 
diagnostic rate (5). The operative time reported in our 
series for all patients was 84.0±53.3, including two patients 
underwent a separate lobectomy (i.e., lobectomy was 
performed for a second lesion) and one patient underwent 
a separate segmentectomy during the same operation as 
the microcoil-guided wedge resection. Also, five patients 
went on to have completion lobectomies during the same 
anaesthetic after frozen section confirmed malignancy. For 
each of these eight patients, the total OR times included 
these much longer procedures, thereby increasing the 
average operative time for the wedge resections by an 
average of 15.2 min. The average length of stay was 2.5 days,  
and ranged from 1–8 days. For the patients who had 
an additional procedure during the same anaesthetic 
(i.e., completion lobectomy, separate lobectomy or 
segmentectomy) the average length of stay was 4.5 days. 

Table 2 Pathology of resected specimens

Procedures Data (n=64)

Closest margin (mm) 10.4±6.2

Pathology

AAH 4.7% (n=3)

BAC non-mucinous 18.8% (n=12)

BAC mucinous 1.6% (n=1)

Minimally invasive adenocarcinoma 12.5% (n=8)

Invasive adenocarcinoma 21.9% (n=14)

Metastasis 25.0% (n=16)

Benign 14.1% (n=9)

Carcinoid 1.6% (n=1)

AAH, atypical adenomatous hyperplasia; BAC, bronchoalveolar 

carcinoma.
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For patients who underwent only the microcoil-guided 
wedge resection, the average length of stay was 2.2 days. 
The diagnosis rate was 100% on final pathology. In 19 cases,  
frozen section was performed to establish a diagnosis intra-
operatively, but for others intra-operative pathology was used 
only to confirm that the nodule was completely resected. 
Six patients who underwent completion lobectomy during 
a second anaesthetic were readmitted once the pathology 
results were available. The choice to perform intra-operative 
frozen section and completion lobectomy during the same 
anaesthetic was based on individual surgeon preference, and 
took into account operating room availability and level of 
suspicion of malignancy in the lesion.

The largest series reporting on the safety and efficacy of 
microcoil-guided VATS resection of small lung nodules is 
from Mayo et al., who studied 69 patients with 75 nodules. 
They described successful diagnosis of 97% of small lung 
nodules, with a 3% procedural complication rate (6). In 
examining the data, though, it is evident that the practice 
at our institution may differ from that described by Mayo, 
on important points such as the procedure for microcoil 
insertion and hospital length of stay. At our centre, coil 
insertion was performed by multiple chest radiologists 
and fellows, likely increasing the overall procedure time 
compared with insertions by a single operator. Bommart 
et al. recently published a series of 60 patients, and 
showed that the procedure resulted in smaller volumes of 
lung resected with a short procedure time and minimal 
complications (7). Similar findings have been recently 
published for the technique of pre-operative CT-guided 
microcoil placement and resection with or without intra-
operative fluoroscopy (8-10). Successful use of embolization 
coils has also been reported in several small series (11-13), 
Similar techniques have been described, with pre-operative 
CT-guided insertion of radiopaque markers attached to 
sutures that lie on the surface of the lung (14,15), placement 
of metallic clips (16), fragmented coils (17). One series 
describes intentional creation of a pneumothorax during the 
coil placement, by inserted a pigtail catheter to instil air into 
the pleural space. The authors suggest that the presence 
of the pneumothorax facilities the position of the portion 
of the coil on the visceral pleural surface (18). With our 
modified technique, this extra chest tube insertion would 
be unnecessary as no visceral pleural surface marker is used. 
Most techniques for microcoil insertion in the literature 
involve transthoracic percutaneous coil insertion, yet there 
are also reports of successful CT-guided bronchoscopic 
marking with metallic coils (19). This technique of  

pre-operative microcoil insertion followed by VATS 
resection has also been used successfully in the pediatric 
population for resection of small pulmonary nodules (20).

Many methods have been described to aid in localization 
of small pulmonary nodules before VATS resection, including 
hookwire insertion, intra-operative ultrasound, injection of 
contrast material and injection of radioactive material. 

One of the earliest described techniques is the use of a 
hookwire. Initially described by Gossot et al. in 1994, the 
procedure used a breast localization wire to localize the 
small peripheral pulmonary nodules. Their experience with 
21 patients resulted in one failed placement with minimal 
complications and a mean length of stay of 1 to 6 days (21). 
The technique of using a breast localization wire has been 
used in a number of other studies, with rates of successful 
thoracoscopic resection ranging from 80–100% (22-24). 
Complication rates ranged from 7.5–51%, and included 
mostly asymptomatic pneumothoraces (22-24). One major 
problem with hookwires is the rate of dislodgement, as 
a component of the wire is external to the chest. This 
complication has been shown at rates ranging from 0–7.5% 
(22,23). Average length of stay was 3 days for VATS 
patients (22). Two commercial hookwire systems have been 
developed, the first in 1995 by Kanazawa et al. This system 
attempted to improve upon breast localization designs by 
making the wire 10 mm in length and attaching a 30-cm 
nylon suture as the component to be brought externally 
in order to decrease the chance of wire dislodgement 
secondary to external disruption (25). The same group 
published their results in 2002 for 168 patients, with a 
success rate of 97.6% (4 dislodgements). Procedure time 
was reported as 25–28 min, and although most patients [110]  
went to the OR within 1 h, 38 patients waited from 4–14 h  
between the hookwire insertion and resection (26). Using 
this system, Miyoshi et al. attempted to determine risk 
factors for dislodgement, but found none that had a 
significant impact. Also, they reported that insertion of the 
hookwire does not negatively impact outcome for patients 
with malignancy, with no evidence of tumour seeding or 
dissemination secondary to hook insertion (27). The second 
commercially available hookwire system has a coiled tip to 
be placed within the lung parenchyma, with a flexible wire 
that is brought external and coiled on the chest wall prior 
to VATS (28). A number of groups have reported results 
using this system, with success rates ranging from 86–100% 
and dislodgement rates of 0–9% (28-32). Other hookwire 
designs have been attempted, with success rates for VATS 
resection ranging from 88–100% with few complications 
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reported and low rates of dislodgement (33-37). 
Intra-operative ultrasound has been well-described for 

intra-operative localization of small pulmonary nodules. 
One of the first small series reported in 1996 described 
successful identification of small pulmonary nodules, with 
only 7.5 min of extra operative time required yet up to 
150 min required from radiology staff to complete the 
procedure (38). Proponents of this technique hail the lack 
of procedure-related complications that are often associated 
with other methods of pre-operative localization (39,40). 
Despite the success describes by the aforementioned 
studies, one main drawback to this technique is the need 
for near-complete deflation of the lung to improve the 
resolution of the images. Although most studies report 
the actual ultrasound procedure time to be quite low, the 
time to deflate the lung can be quite lengthy in patients 
with emphysematous lungs, and many patients who have 
small pulmonary nodules fall into this group (41,42). In 
one series, ultrasonography wasn’t attempted until the lung 
had been excluded from ventilation for at least 40 min (43). 
Also, there is a learning curve associated with use of the 
ultrasound equipment, with some studies reporting the 
presence of a radiologist in the operating room (38,43,44). 
Suggestion has been made that nodules can be diagnosed 
based on their ultrasonographic characteristics, but more 
work must be done in this area (41,45).

Injection of various types of contrast media is another 
technique used for pre-operative localization of small 
pulmonary nodules. Some studies report the injection of 
a combination of both contrast material and a pigmented 
material, such as indigo carmine or methylene blue, with 
successful resection of all nodules (46). In one series, 
there was a delay up to one day after contrast injection 
until VATS resection, although this time lag did not 
affect the success of the procedure (47). The sole use of 
methylene blue, India ink, lipiodol and barium have also 
be reported in a few small series (48-52). Similar to the 
microcoil technique described above, most series involve 
the percutaneous placement of the contrast material yet 
some recent reports are using bronchoscopic guidance 
for pleural dye marking (53,54). Although a potentially 
promising technique, success rates as low as 81% have 
been reported due to both diffusion of the dye in the 
pleural space and lack of visualization of the dye (53).  
This technique has also been used in children, with one series 
reporting lung tattooing and VATS resection during the 
same general anaesthetic (55,56). The main cited limitation 
of this technique is that of diffusion of the contrast material 

and inability to accurately localize the pulmonary nodules, 
although in the studies mentioned above the technique was 
very successful with minimal complications (48,50). The use 
of surgical navigation systems with placement of skin fiducials 
to guide methylene blue injection has also been reported (57).  
A unique technique that has been described is that of 
“stamping” the nodule with a dye-containing gauze ball 
attached to thread, although the utility of this technique is 
limited because all nodules have to be identified by palpation 
prior to stamping (58). 

A number of studies have investigated the use of 
radioactive-labelled colloid for pulmonary nodule 
localization. Most describe the use of 99Tc-labeled albumin, 
with pre-operative CT-guided injection and intra-operative 
localization with the use of the gamma ray detector. First 
described by Chella et al., this technique has been shown to 
be safe with minimal associated complications (59-62). The 
largest series of 200 patients reported a successfully VATS 
resection rate of 99.5% (63). Difficulties with localization 
were encountered for patients with bullous emphysema who 
had diffusion of the radiotracer throughout the parenchyma, 
and with spillage of the radiotracer into the pleural space 
resulting in very high background counts that required a 
repeat procedure at a later date in a small percentage of 
patients (60,63). The procedure time is reported to be as low 
as 6 min on average (64). Other advantages described include 
lack of insertion of a foreign body into the parenchyma, 
thereby removing the inherent associated risks, although a 
unique side-effect reported was that of allergic reaction to 
the material (60). Iodine seed (I-125) implantation has also 
been reported, although this technique was associated with a 
21.4% rate of suboptimal placement (65).

Novel techniques have also been developed, including a 
tactile mechanoreceptor as well as the use of mobile CT for 
intra-operative localization (66,67).

Our study has a number of limitations. Firstly, there 
is no comparison group. Prior studies have compared 
non-localized VATS resection and microcoil-localized 
VATS resection (5). Although this study does not have 
a control group, the results are similar to prior reports 
described above that demonstrated short operative time, 
minimal post-operative complications, and high rate of 
successful diagnosis. Also, our study is limited by both the 
retrospective nature and relatively small number of patients 
included. As the technique gains acceptance, increasing 
numbers of patients are being selected for this protocol, 
which has demonstrated safety and efficacy compared to the 
pleural marking technique. 
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Conclusions

Pre-operative CT-guided microcoil localization increases 
the success rate of VATS wedge resection for small 
pulmonary nodules. This procedure is safe, with a short 
length of stay and minimal associated complications. This 
study has confirmed the results of prior studies using similar 
techniques. CT-guided microcoil localization should be 
considered for all patients with small pulmonary nodules 
that are not on the lung surface prior to VATS resection. 
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